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Introduction

• It’s strongly anticipated that new physics will appear at the LHC. Among all  
possible models, new physics containing invisible particle(s) at the TeV scale 
is very well-motivated.

- WIMP dark matter

- Precision electroweak constraints: A parity symmetry for new particles can 
forbid tree-level exchanges of new particles.

• Many popular models belong to this category, including Supersymmetry, 
Universal Extra Dimensions, Little Higgs models with T-parity, etc. They all 
contain a new parity symmetry. As a result, the lightest parity-odd particle is 
stable, and can be a good dark matter candidate if it’s neutral.



Introduction

• At colliders such models all give similar signatures: jets/leptons + missing 
energy.

• To distinguish different models and to identify the underlying new physics, we 
need to reconstruct the signal events and measure the properties of the new 
particles, including masses, spins and couplings. However, with 2 or more 
missing particles in each event, this is quite challenging:

- No invariant mass peak if there are missing particles.

- Most observables are more sensitive to mass differences instead of the 
overall mass scale.

- Total cross section and the likelihood method are model-dependent. One 
need to know the model first.



Mass Measurements from kinematics

• Looking for kinematic observables which 
depend on masses in different ways: For 
N unknown masses, we need N or more 
independent constraints:

- End point/edges of invariant mass 
distributions.

- New kinematic variables, e.g., MT2.

- Kinematic constraints from mass shell 
conditions.

O1(mi, mj , . . .) = f1(mi !mj, . . . ;mi, . . .),
O2(mi, mj , . . .) = f2(mi !mj, . . . ;mi, . . .),
· · ·

mi

mj



Mass Measurements from kinematics

• Experimental smearing, backgrounds, and combinatorics are important 
issues. We should use as many kinematic variables/constraints as possible to 
over-constrain the system. In particular, we should find variables which

- can be measured more accurately:

‣ large statistics.

‣ leptons are better measured than jets.

‣ peaks are generally easier to determine than edges/end points (which 
are more vulnerable to smearing, backgrounds, and poor statistics.)

- intersect at bigger angles (less correlated).



Kinematic Variables and Constraints

• End point of an invariant mass 
distribution. 

- Need more than one end points 
(longer decay chains).

- Does not use the information that 
there are 2 chains in each event.

- The invariant mass can be viewed as 
a kinematic constraint on the mass 
parameter space on an event by 
event basis. The end point defines a 
boundary between the allowed and 
the forbidden regions in the mass 
space.

2 visible particle per chain.
Example: the dilepton edge.
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Kinematic Variables and Constraints

• Constrains/variables from two decay chains: Each event has two decay 
chains. There is useful information contained in the correlations of the two 
chains. 

- Not all information can be expressed in terms of Lorentz invariant 
quantities, as the missing transverse momentum is not Lorentz invariant.

- It’s useful to find kinematic variables/constraints invariant under the 
allowed subset of transformations: independent longitudinal boosts of the 
two chains and rotations on the transverse plane [+ back to back 
transverse boost of the two chains if there is no initial state radiation or 
upstream transverse momentum (UTM)]. A useful example is the 
stransverse mass variable MT2. (Lester & Summers, hep-ph/9906349)



Kinematic Variables and Constraints

• Transverse mass MT: 

The end point of MT distribution is MW (for correct mv), which happens when l 
and v have the same rapidity.
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Kinematic Variables and Constraints

• Stransverse mass MT2:
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Kinematic Variables and Constraints

• Properties of MT2:

- A function of the missing particle 
mass.

- End point of MT2 gives the correct 
mother particle mass MY, for the 
correct input missing particle mass 
MN.

- When there are 2 or more visible 
particles on each chain, MT2,max has 
2 branches and exhibits a kink at the 
correct mass point. (Cho, et al, arXiv:
0709.0288, 0711.4526; see also Barr, 
Gripaios, Lester, 0711.4008)
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The experimental feasibility of measuring mg̃ and m!̃0
1

through mmax
T2 depends on the systematic uncertainty as-

sociated with the jet resolution since mmax
T2 is obtained

mostly from the momentum configurations in which some
(or all) quarks move in the same direction. Our Monte
Carlo study indicates that the resulting error is not so sig-
nificant, so that mg̃ and m!̃0

1
can be determined rather

accurately by the crossing behavior of mmax
T2 . As a spe-

cific example, we have examined a parameter point in the
minimal anomaly mediated SUSY-breaking (mAMSB)
scenario [7] with heavy squarks, which gives

mg̃ = 780.3 GeV, m!̃0
1

= 97.9 GeV,

and a few TeV masses for sfermions. We have gener-
ated a Monte Carlo sample of SUSY events for proton-
proton collision at 14 TeV by PYTHIA [8]. The event
sample corresponds to 300 fb!1 integrated luminos-
ity. We have also generated SM backgrounds such as
tt̄, W/Z + jet, WW/WZ/ZZ and QCD events, with less
equivalent luminosity. The generated events have been
further processed with a modified version of fast detec-
tor simulation program PGS [9], which approximates an
ATLAS or CMS-like detector with reasonable e!ciencies
and fake rates.

The following event selection cuts are applied to have
a clean signal sample for gluino stransverse mass:

1. At least 4 jets with PT1,2,3,4 > 200, 150, 100, 50
GeV.

2. Missing transverse energy Emiss
T > 250 GeV.

3. Transverse sphericity ST > 0.25.

4. No b-jets and no leptons.

For each event, the four leading jets are used to calcu-
late the gluino stransverse mass. The four jets are di-
vided into two groups of dijets as follows. The highest
momentum jet and the other jet which has the largest
|pjet|"R with respect to the leading jet are chosen as
the two ‘seed’ jets for division. Here pjet is the jet mo-

mentum and "R !
!

"!2 + ""2, i.e. a separation in
azimuthal angle and pseudorapidity plane. Each of the
remaining two jets is associated to a seed jet which makes
the smallest opening angle. Then, each group of the di-
jets is considered to be originating from the same mother
particle (gluino).

Fig.1 shows the resulting distribution of the gluino
stransverse mass for the trial LSP mass m! = 90 GeV.
The blue histogram corresponds to the SM background.
Fitting with a linear function with a linear background,
we get the endpoint 778.0±2.3 GeV. The measured edge
values of mT2(g̃), i.e. mmax

T2 , as a function of m! is shown
in Fig.2. Blue and red lines denote the theoretical curves
of (13) and (18), respectively, which have been obtained
in this paper from the consideration of extreme momen-
tum configurations. (A rigorous derivation of (13) and

(18) will be provided in the forthcoming paper [6].) Fit-
ting the data points with the curves (13) and (18), we
obtain mg̃ = 776.3±1.3 GeV and m!̃0

1
= 97.3±1.7 GeV,

which are quite close to the true values, mg̃ = 780.3 GeV
and m!̃0

1
= 97.9 GeV. This demonstrates that the gluino

stransverse mass can be very useful for measuring the
gluino and the LSP masses experimentally.
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FIG. 1: The mT2(g̃) distribution with m! = 90 GeV for the
benchmark point of mAMSB with heavy squarks. Blue his-
togram is the SM background.
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FIG. 2: mmax

T2 as a function of the trial LSP mass m! for the
benchmark point of mAMSB with heavy squarks.

Let us now consider the case that squark mass mq̃ is
smaller than the gluino mass mg̃. In such case, the fol-
lowing cascade decay is open;

g̃ " qq̃ " qq#̃0
1. (19)

In this case also, we consider two extreme momentum
configurations which are similar to those considered for
three body gluino decay, and construct the corresponding
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Figure 1: We assume the two decay chains share a common end-state given in this diagram. All previous
decay products are grouped into the upstream transverse momentum, k.

technique employed applies generically to models involving decays to a massive particle state that leaves the
detector unnoticed.

A powerful feature of the m2C distribution is that, with some mild assumptions, the shape away from
the endpoint can be entirely determined from the unknown mass scale and quantities that are measured.
The ideal shape fit against early data therefore provides an early mass estimate for the invisible particle.
This study is meant to be a guide on how to overcome di!culties in establishing and fitting the shape:
di!culties from combinatoric issues, from di"ering energy resolutions for the leptons, hadrons, and missing
transverse momentum, from backgrounds, and from large upstream transverse momentum (UTM) 4. As we
shall discuss, UTM actually provides surprising benefits.

The paper is structured as follows: In Section 2, we review m2C and introduce the new observation that,
in addition to an event-by-event lower bound on mY , large recoil against UTM enables one also to obtain
an event-by-event upper bound on mY . We call this quantity m2C,UB. Section 3 describes the modeling and
simulation employed. Section 4 discusses the implications of several e"ects on the shape of the distribution
including the m12 (in our case mll) distribution, the UTM distribution, the backgrounds, combinatorics,
energy resolution, and missing transverse momentum cuts. In Section 5, we put these factors together and
estimate the performance. We conclude in Section 6 with a discussion about the performance in comparison
to previous work.

2 Upper Bounds on mY from Recoil against Upstream Transverse

Momentum

We will now review the definition of m2C as providing an event-by-event lower bound on mY . In generalizing
this framework, we find a new result that one can also obtain an upper bound on the mass mY when the
two parent particles Y recoil against some large upstream transverse momentum kT .

2.1 Review of the Lower Bound on mY

Fig 1 gives the relevant topology and the momentum assignments. The visible particles 1 and 2 and invisible
particle N are labeled with with momentum !1 and !2 (which we group into ! = !1+!2) and p, respectively
" = "1 + "2 and q in the other branch. We assume that the parent particle Y is the same in both branches
so (p+!)2 = (q +")2. Any earlier decay products of either branch are grouped into the upstream transverse
momentum (UTM) 4-vector momentum, k.

4Our references to UTM correspond to the Significant Transverse Momentum (SPT), pair production category in [16] where
SPT indicates that the relevant pair of parent particles can be seen as recoiling against a significant transverse momentum.
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Kinematic Variables and Constraints

• MT2 can be understood as the minimal 
kinematic constraints for a given event: 
(HC & Z. Han, arXiv:0810.5178)

- Minimal kinematic constraints: mass 
shell constraints of the decaying mother 
particles and the missing particles + 
missing transverse momentum 
constraint.

- MT2(mN) of a single event is the 
boundary of the allowed and the 
forbidden regions in the 2-dim mass 
space based on the minimal kinematic 
constraints of that event.

Figure 1: An event with two invisible particles N , each from a decay of a heavy particle Y .

methods using the variable mT2 [9], which is sometimes called the stransverse mass.
mT2 is defined event by event as a function of the invisible particle mass. Its endpoint

or maximal value over many events, denoted by mmax
T2 , gives an estimate of the mother

particle’s mass in the beginning of the decay chain. When the invisible particle’s mass

is unknown, one has to use a trial mass to calculate mT2 and only obtains an estimate
of the mass di!erence. However, it has been shown in Ref. [10] that if the two mother

particles decay through three-body decays to the invisible particles, a “kink” occurs on
the mmax

T2 curve as a function of the trial mass. The position of the kink is actually at the
true value of the invisible particle mass, which allows us to simultaneously determine

the masses of both the invisible particle and its mother particle. A generalized study
of the kink method is available in Ref. [11].

The purpose of this paper is to clarify the relation between the two mass deter-

mination techniques, i.e., the one using kinematic constraints and the one using the
variable mT2. An apparent di!erence between the two approaches is that the former
uses the 4-momenta of the visible particles, while the latter is defined solely on the

plane transverse to the beam direction. Nevertheless, due to the lack of total momen-
tum measurement in the beam direction, the longitudinal momenta of the two invisible

particles can be arbitrarily chosen, o!setting some of the information obtained from
the visible particles’ longitudinal momenta. As a consequence, mT2 is equivalent to the
“minimal” kinematic constraints discussed below.

We illustrate our definition of “minimal” constraints in Fig. 1. Two mother par-

ticles of the same mass, mY , each decays to a dark matter particle of mass mN , plus
some visible particles, either directly or through other on-shell particles. Since the

– 3 –

For a given µN , we can examine the mT2 distribution for a large number of events,
which in general has an end point. As discussed in Ref. [9], the mT2 end point gives

the correct mass of the particle Y when the trial mass is equal to the true mass of the
missing particle N , µN = mN . We can therefore use mT2 to determine mY if mN is
known, analogous to the W mass measurement. Moreover, it has recently been shown

[10] that, even if mN is unknown, in some cases, when we plot the mT2 endpoint as a
function of the trial mass µN , there is a kink at µN = mN . Thus both mN and mY can

be determined by studying the mT2 distribution.
We will discuss mass determination using mT2 in Section 3. Before that, we first

give an alternative definition of mT2, using the concept of kinematic constraints.

2.2 mT2 from minimal kinematic constraints

By kinematic constraints, we mean two kinds of constraints imposing on the 4-momenta
of the invisible particles: the mass shell constraints and the measured missing transverse
momentum constraints. Specifically, for the event in Fig. 1, we can write down the

following equations:

p2
1 = p2

2 = µ2
N ,

(p1 + pa)
2 = (p2 + pb)

2 = µ2
Y ,

px
1 + px

2 = /px, py
1 + py

2 = /py, (2.7)

where µY is a trial mass for the particle Y . We call this set of constraints “minimal”
because they correspond to the shortest decay chains. Note that for a given set of
(µN , µY ), the system contains only 6 equations, which are not enough for completely

determining p1 and p2. Nevertheless, Eqs. (2.7) still constrain the possible (µN , µY ).
In particular, we will shortly see that for a given µN , Eqs. (2.7) can be satisfied for

some physical momenta p1 and p2 if and only if µY > mT2(µN). Here, a momentum is
“physical” if all of its components are real and the energy component is positive. In

other words, mT2(µN) can be defined as the boundary of the consistent region on the
(µN , µY ) plane, subject to the minimal constraints in Eqs. (2.7). This fact has been
used in Ref. [12] but without a clear proof.

First, it is easy to show that µY cannot go below mT2 for a fixed µN . For
any (µN , µY ) in the consistent mass region, there exist physical p1 and p2 satisfying

Eqs. (2.7). On the other hand, from Eq. (2.4), we have

µ2
Y = (p1 + pa)

2 = (p2 + pb)
2 ! max{(!1 + !a)

2, (!2 + !b)
2}. (2.8)

By definition, mT2 is the minimum of max{(!1 + !a)2, (!2 + !b)2} over all partitions
of the missing transverse momentum. Therefore, we conclude that µY ! mT2(µN).

– 6 –
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Kinematic Variables and Constraints

• Most kinematic variables can be understood as kinematic constraints which 
separate the allowed and forbidden regions in the mass parameter space. It 
may provide better ways to calculate certain kinematic variables. For 
example, a new algorithm to calculate MT2 based on solving the minimal 
kinematic constraints is 5-9 times faster (and more accurate) than the original 
algorithm based on scanning over all possible divisions of missing 
momentum.

• Examining the allowed region in the mass space consistent with all signal 
events provide a convenient way to combine constraints from various 
kinematic variables. The correct mass point lies at the special point (kink) on 
the boundary of the allowed region.
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Mass Determination - One-Step Decay

• For one-step decays (2 on-shell particles)  of 
both chains, MT2 and the invariant mass (M12 or 
M34) of all visible particles from a single chain 
are all the kinematic constraints of the process.

• Correct masses can be in principle determined 
by the kink of the MT2,max. In practice, 
experimental smearing, backgrounds, and 
wrong combinations can cause errors in 
extracting MT2,max for each input missing particle 
mass MN, which could make the determination 
of the kink position difficult.

Y (!+p)

N (p)

N (q)

V (k)

Partons
P1

P2
Y("+q)

1 + 2 (!)

3 + 4 (")

Figure 1: We assume the two decay chains share a common end-state given in this diagram. All previous
decay products are grouped into the upstream transverse momentum, k.

technique employed applies generically to models involving decays to a massive particle state that leaves the
detector unnoticed.

A powerful feature of the m2C distribution is that, with some mild assumptions, the shape away from
the endpoint can be entirely determined from the unknown mass scale and quantities that are measured.
The ideal shape fit against early data therefore provides an early mass estimate for the invisible particle.
This study is meant to be a guide on how to overcome di!culties in establishing and fitting the shape:
di!culties from combinatoric issues, from di"ering energy resolutions for the leptons, hadrons, and missing
transverse momentum, from backgrounds, and from large upstream transverse momentum (UTM) 4. As we
shall discuss, UTM actually provides surprising benefits.

The paper is structured as follows: In Section 2, we review m2C and introduce the new observation that,
in addition to an event-by-event lower bound on mY , large recoil against UTM enables one also to obtain
an event-by-event upper bound on mY . We call this quantity m2C,UB. Section 3 describes the modeling and
simulation employed. Section 4 discusses the implications of several e"ects on the shape of the distribution
including the m12 (in our case mll) distribution, the UTM distribution, the backgrounds, combinatorics,
energy resolution, and missing transverse momentum cuts. In Section 5, we put these factors together and
estimate the performance. We conclude in Section 6 with a discussion about the performance in comparison
to previous work.

2 Upper Bounds on mY from Recoil against Upstream Transverse

Momentum

We will now review the definition of m2C as providing an event-by-event lower bound on mY . In generalizing
this framework, we find a new result that one can also obtain an upper bound on the mass mY when the
two parent particles Y recoil against some large upstream transverse momentum kT .

2.1 Review of the Lower Bound on mY

Fig 1 gives the relevant topology and the momentum assignments. The visible particles 1 and 2 and invisible
particle N are labeled with with momentum !1 and !2 (which we group into ! = !1+!2) and p, respectively
" = "1 + "2 and q in the other branch. We assume that the parent particle Y is the same in both branches
so (p+!)2 = (q +")2. Any earlier decay products of either branch are grouped into the upstream transverse
momentum (UTM) 4-vector momentum, k.

4Our references to UTM correspond to the Significant Transverse Momentum (SPT), pair production category in [16] where
SPT indicates that the relevant pair of parent particles can be seen as recoiling against a significant transverse momentum.
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FIG. 10: (CASE 6v) As for Fig. 7 but plotting the variable mT2 for a pair of three-daughter decays. m0,5 =

500, m1,6 = 100, and m2,3,7,8 = 0.

ZPT maxima of 5/13 ! 0.38 and 1, respectively. Note that, despite the presence of non-zero pT ,

we find that the observed values correspond very closely to the ZPT maxima, suggesting that the

relevant events are very close to threshold.

For the ZPT case we also generate events each containing a pair of virtual three-body decays,

but this time we use the toy Monte Carlo to impose the requirement that the sum of the parent

particles has zero transverse momentum Fig. 10c. Again we see a kink.

Notice that the CASE 6v results contrast with those from CASE 4. In CASE 4 a kink was only

seen in SPT, whereas in CASE 6v kinks are seen in both SPT and ZPT. This means that events

containing pairs of three-body decays stand a better chance of generating observable kinks at the

LHC than do events containing pairs of two-body decays, for the former can generate kinks without

Barr, Gripaios & Lester, arXiv: 0711.4008



Mass Determination - One-Step Decay

• The end point of the invariant mass 
distribution of one chain (M12 or M34) 
may be easier to determine (only one 
number, and only one chain is 
needed). It gives the mass difference 
of the two new particles, MY-MN.

• One can count the number of solvable 
events along the constant mass 
difference line (determined from the 
end point of the invariant mass). The 
correct mass is at the maximum due 
to the kink nature of the kinematic 
constraint boundary from MT2. (This is 
equivalent to the M2C variable method by 
Barr, Ross & Serna, arXiv:0806.3224.)
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Mass Determination - Two-Step Decay

• There are 3 on-shell new particles if each chain 
has two-step decays. One more on-shell 
constraint should allow a better mass 
determination than the one-step decay case.

• MT2,max still exhibits a kink at the correct mass 
point. However, the kink is less distinct 
compared with the case of one-step decays.

• One can find MT2,max for several subprocesses 
as considered by Burns, Kong, Matchev, Park, 
0810.5576; Barr, Pinder, Serna, 0811.2138. This 
corresponds to consider several subsets of the 
kinematic constraints and apply each subset at 
one time. 
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FIG. 3: The mT2(g̃) distribution with m! = 350 GeV for the
benchmark point of mirage mediation.
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Event topology

! Assume mN = mN! , mX = mX ! , mY = mY ! .
! Include but not limited to the 3 visible particles per chain

case. For example, direct !!0
2 pair production.

! A simpler topology, but a harder problem–not enough
constraints. (The edge method fails.)



Mass Determination - Two-Step Decay

• It should be more powerful to apply all kinematic constrains for each event 
simultaneously. One then obtains a much more restricted allowed region in 
the mass parameter space.

Consistent region–the ideal case
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No smearing, correct combination, (246.6, 128.4, 85.3) GeV,
500 events.

! The correct masses are located at the endpoint .

(mY, mX, mN)=(246.6,128.4, 85.3) GeV,  500 events, no smearing, correct combination
(HC,  Gunion, Han, Marandella, McElrath, arXiv: 0707.0030)



Mass Determination - Two-Step Decay

• The consistent region in the mass space lies 
along the constant mass-squared differences.

• The correct mass point lies at the end point of the 
consistent region, which can be vulnerable to 
smearing and backgrounds.

• However, the consistent region alone gives 2 
relations among 3 masses. They intersect with the 
relations from other kinematic variables at bigger 
angles. By combining other variables such as 
MT2,max and the invariant mass end point, we can 
over-constrain this system and obtain a good 
determination of masses.
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Mass Determination - Three-Step Decay

• With one more mass shell constraint, (up 
to 8) discrete solutions for the masses 
can be obtained by just combining two 
such events. (HC, Engelhardt, Gunion, Han, 
McElrath, arXiv:0802.4290, 0905.1344)

! !

!"#$%$&'(")*+,$-'(%")(+"-.*$/
!"#$%&'%()*+&,)*(-%./0$+&12)#3)+&45,-.$%6

! 01*2)'(3"

! 4"5/6/78/%3")!"#)$

! 9"(:5*,$7/%3";"2*%%"%.(''"
-7/%,+*$/,%<"=",+*/%#(+%("272(/,52"
-7/%,+*$/,%"

The event topology

Example: q̃ ! q!̃0
2 ! ql̃ l ! q!̃0

1ll .

! This could come from a longer decay chain as long as
there is no extra missing particle.

! Assume all intermediate particles on-shell.
! Assume mN = mN! , mX = mX ! , mY = mY ! , mZ = mZ ! .
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FIG. 3: We plot the number of mass solutions (in 1 GeV bins — the same binning is used for the

other plots) vs. mass in the ideal case. All possible pairs for 100 events are included. Signal events

only.

respectively. The masses are

mN = 97.4 GeV, mX = 142.5 GeV,

mY = 180.3 GeV, mZ = 564.8/570.8 GeV , (22)

with the final two numbers corresponding to up/down type squarks respectively. Since

me! != mee,eµ, the ! = " case is an important background. We generate events with PYTHIA

6.4 [35].

We first consider the ideal case: no background events, all visible momenta measured ex-

actly, all intermediate particles on-shell and each visible particle associated with the correct

decay chain and position in the decay chain. We also restrict the squarks to be up-type

only. In this case, we can solve for the masses exactly by pairing any two events. The only

complication comes from there being 8 complex solutions for the system of equations, of

which more than one can be real and positive. Of course, the wrong solutions are di!erent

from pair to pair, but the correct solution is common. The mass distributions for the ideal

case with 100 events (no kinematic cuts applied) are shown in Fig. 3. Note the logarith-

mic scale. As expected, we observe #-function-like mass peaks on top of small backgrounds

coming from wrong solutions. On average, there are about 2 solutions per pair of events.

The #-functions in the mass distributions arise only when exactly correct momenta are in-

put into the equations we solve. To be experimentally realistic, we now include the following.

12

8 unknowns (4-momenta of 2 
missing particles with 6 equations 
=> Each event is consistent a 2-dim 
surface in the 4-dim mass space.

Example:

An ideal example
q̃q̃ ! q!̃0

2q!̃0
2 ! ql̃ lql̃ l ! q!̃0

1llq!̃0
1ll

SPS1a, masses: ( 97.4, 142.5, 180.3, 564.8 ) GeV
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2 solutions per pair on average.

Signals only with correct combinations 
and no smearing



Mass Determination - Three-Step Decay

• Wrong combinations are an important issue for 
accurate mass determinations.

• There are many more wrong solutions than the 
correct solutions. After smearing, the wrong 
solutions induce biases of the peak positions.

• Wrong combinations and background events in 
general can pair with less other events to give 
valid solutions. Cuts on that and on mass 
differences reduce wrong solutions significantly.

• A cut on the invariant mass end point is very 
effective in removing biases without sacrificing 
much statistics.  
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FIG. 4: Number of mass solutions versus mass after including all combination pairings for 100

events. Signal events only, with only combinatoric ambiguities included.

1. Wrong combinations. For a given event a “combination” is a particular assignment

of the jets and leptons to the external legs of Fig. 2. For each event, there is only one correct

combination (excluding 1357 ! 2468 symmetry). Assuming that we can identify the two

jets that correspond to the two quarks, we have 8 (16) possible combinations for the 2µ2e

(4µ or 4e) channel. The total number of combinations for a pair of events is the product

of the two, i.e. 64, 128 or 256. Adding the wrong combination pairings for the ideal case

yields the mass distributions of Fig. 4. Compared to Fig. 3, there are 16 times more (wrong)

solutions, but the !-function-like mass peaks remain evident.

2. Finite widths. For SPS1a, the widths of the intermediate particles are roughly

5 GeV, 20 MeV and 200 MeV for !qL, !"0
2 and !#R. Thus, the widths are quite small in

comparison to the corresponding masses.

3. Mass splitting between flavors. The masses for up and down type squarks have a

small di!erence of 6 GeV. Since it is impossible to determine flavors for the light jets, the

mass determined should be viewed as the average value of the two squarks (weighted by the

parton distribution functions).

4. Initial/final state radiation. These two types of radiation not only smear the

visible particles’ momenta, but also provide a source for extra jets in the events. We will

apply a pT cut to get rid of soft jets.

5. Extra hard particles in the signal events. In SPS1a, many of the squarks come

13
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FIG. 7: SPS1a, L = 300 fb!1 mass di!erence distributions. All e!ects incorporated, including

backgrounds.
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FIG. 8: Final mass distributions after the bias reduction procedure for the SPS1a SUSY model

and L = 300 fb!1. All e!ects incorporated, including backgrounds.

significantly increasing the statistical errors.

Thus, we have shown that the masses can be measured with high precision for a few

hundred events in the 4-fermion decay channel. In the case of the SPS1a point, the number

of events employed above corresponds to a high integrated luminosity, L ! 300 fb!1. The

reason that such a high luminosity is required in the case of the SPS1a scenario is that the

branching ratio for !!0
2 " !"" is 14 times that for !!0

2 " !µµ or !!0
2 " !ee. More generally,

the integrated luminosity needed to get a few hundred events is highly dependent on the

branching ratios for the various SUSY particle decays in the model. For example, if one takes
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FIG. 5: Mass solutions with all e!ects 1 – 7 included and after cuts I – III for the SPS1a SUSY

model and L = 300 fb!1. All e!ects incorporated, including backgrounds.

I) 4 isolated leptons with pT > 10 GeV, |!| < 2.5 and matching flavors and charges

consistent with our assumed !"0
2 ! !# ! !"0

1 decay;

II) No b-jets and " 2 jets with pT > 100 GeV, |!| < 2.5. The 2 highest-pT jets are taken

to be particles 7 and 8;

III) Missing pT > 50 GeV.

For a data sample with 300 fb!1 integrated luminosity, there are about 620 events left after

the above cuts, out of which about 420 are signal events. After taking all possible pairs for

all possible combinations and solving for the masses, we obtain the mass distributions in

Fig. 5.

From Fig. 5, we see that the mass peaks are smeared but still present around the input

masses. The analytical formula for the distributions are unknown, so we estimate the masses

by reading the peak positions. To minimize the e!ect from statistical fluctuations, we fit

each distribution using a sum of a Gaussian plus a (single) quadratic polynomial and taking

the maximum positions of the fitted peaks as the estimated masses. We will use this function

as the “standard fit” throughout this article. The fitted range is restricted to be above the

half height. The fitted curves are superimposed on the mass distributions in Fig. 5, which

yields {78.4, 134.2, 181.5, 553.9} GeV for the masses. Averaging over 20 di!erent data

samples, we find

mN = 76.7 ± 2.0 GeV, mX = 134.6 ± 2.2 GeV,

mY = 178.9 ± 3.8 GeV, mZ = 561.6 ± 5.4 GeV. (23)
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Mass Determination - Three-Step Decay

• A reasonable determination of masses can be achieve with very few events, 
even including the experimental resolutions and combinatorics.
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FIG. 9: Mass distributions for 50 events for SPS1a.

the SPS1a masses but requires that !!0
2 decays equally to the three lepton flavors instead,

the same number of signal events as employed above can be obtained with just 10 fb!1 of

data.

Although the errors in the mass determinations depend upon the number of events, our

method is quite robust in that we get decent mass determinations even with a small number

of events. In Fig. 9, the mass distributions for 50 events are shown, with evident mass

peaks. By repeating our procedure for multiple datasets of a given size, we obtain the errors

as functions of the number of events. Fig. 10 shows the error for the !!0
1 mass determination

as a function of the number of signal+background events. Note that the central value for

multiple data sets of the given size is quite insensitive to the data set size, but, of course,

the possible deviation from this central value for any one data set increases as the data set

size decreases.

B. SUSY Point #1

We have applied our method to other mass points to show its reliability. We quote here

results for “point #1” defined in Ref. [6] with the following masses: {85.3, 128.4, 246.6,

431.1/438.6} GeV. For 100 fb!1 data, we have about 800 events (770 signal events) after

the same pre-bias-reduction cuts. The resulting mass plot before performing bias reduction

cuts is that given in Fig. 11. From Fig. 11, we see that the mass peaks are very broad

and we get more than 50 GeV biases if we use the positions of the maxima as the true
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50 events, all possible combinations 
of visible particles with experimental 
smearing.
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FIG. 10: Error bars for mN as a function of the number of background+signal events, for SPS1a.

All e!ects and procedures included.

mass values. We then repeat the same bias reduction procedure as for SPS1a except that

we employ a looser cut on Npair(c, i) than for the SPS1a case, despite the fact that there

are more signal events for Point #1. We require Npair(c, i) > 0.6 Nevt. The reason is that,

unlike the SPS1a case, the gluino mass in Point #1 (524 GeV) is significantly larger than

the squark mass. Therefore the quark jet from gluino decay is often misidentified as the

jet from squark decay, which reduces the chance to obtain solutions for a pair of events. 1

In practice, there is not a universal “best” cut on Npair(c, i): a more stringent cut leads to

smaller biases but larger statistical uncertainties. After the bias reduction procedure using

Npair(c, i) > 0.6 Nevt we are left with 560 events (550 signal events). The mass distributions

are shown in Fig. 12. They are much narrower and the biases are considerably reduced.

After following the bias reduction procedure and using 20 data samples to estimate the

errors, we obtain mN = 82.8 ± 3.2 GeV, mX = 127.9 ± 3.0 GeV, mY = 245.7 ± 3.4 GeV,

mZ = 436.4 ± 5.4 GeV. The central values are in quite close agreement with the input

masses except for mN which comes out a bit low.

1 It is possible to improve the results by considering all high pT jets as candidates for the quarks from

squark decays, instead of simply choosing the two highest pT jets.
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Conclusions

• Significant progress in model-independent mass determination of invisible 
particles has been made recently. Many new kinematic variables and 
constraints are found to be useful for such determination.

• Relations among various kinematic variables are better understood now. 
Constraints on the mass space provide a uniform view of these observables. 
Best mass determination can be achieved by combining all possible 
kinematic constraints.

• Once masses are measured, one can attempt to reconstruct the whole 
kinematics of each event. It can help to determine other properties (e.g., spins 
and interactions) of the new particles, which are necessary steps towards 
establishing the underlying new physics.  


